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IRISH BIBLICAL STUDIES: ISSUE 1: OCTOBER, 1999 

c.E.B.Cranfield: A Study of 1 Thessalonians 2 

The contents of 1 Thessalonians 2 bear a close resemb
lance ·to those of the preceding chapter; but in chapter 2 
there is a considerable increase of detail, and a greater 
intensity of feeling comes to exp~ession. Both chapters are 
concerned with the ministry fulfilled in Thessalonica by 
Paul and his colleagues, Silvanus and Timothy, and with the. 
existence there of a young church as. its result. Both 
chapters strike the note of thanksgiving to God; but, while 
in chaper 1 Paul's'IJe give thanks to God' /1 comes at the 
beginning, following immediately upon the epistolary pre
script, in chapter 2 the words 1 we also thank God 1 occur hear 
the middle(v13). We shall take the liberty of ~aking Paul's 
thanksgiving in v13 our starting-point and then dealing with 
its sequel in vv14-15, which includes two very puzzling and 
difficult verses(v15f),before considering the long paragraph 
consisting of vv1-12. We shall then conclude by taking a 
quick look at vv17-20, which, though they are closely conn
ected with chapter 3, throw a valuable further light on 
vv1-12. 

I 
Verse 13 declares that Paul and his colleagues- it 

seems more natural here to understand the first p-erson 
plural in this way(cf.1.1)than to take it as a writer's 
plural or any other kind of plural used of a singular sub
ject- 'thank God without ceasing'. /2 The reason for 
this constant thanksgiving is indicated in the latter part 
of the verse: /3 'that,when ye received from us the word 
of the message, even the word of God, ye accepted it not 
as the word of men, but,as it is in truth, the word-;f God, 
~ich also worketh in you tha-i believe'. 

There are several details of exegesis to be considered 
before we attempt to draw out the significance of this as 
a whole~ (i) The.Greek word represented by 1 message 1 can 
denote the ability to hear, the act of hearing, that with 
which one hears(i.e.,the ear), that which is heard,so a 
report, message(cf.its use in the Isaiah quotation in Rom. 
10.16). The RV supplement, even the word, is not necessary. 
For'from us the word of the message, even the word of God 

we might well substitute something like 1 the word of God 
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spoken by us'~ (ii) that Paul used paralambanein 
('receive') here to denote external reception as orposerl 
to something inward denoted by dechesthai ('accept') do~s 

not seem to us very likely,si~re paralanbanein, which is 
a technical term in the ~T for receiving teaching or trad
ition( cf., e.g. ,~k 7.4; 1 Cor.11.23; 15.1,3; Gal.1.9 1 12; 
Phil.4.9), does not naturally exclude the thought of jnw~r~ 
acceptance but rather includes it(see, in particular, 1 
Corinthians 15.1 and 3). But the way in which the two verbs 
are used in this verse does suggest that, w~ile parala~ban

ein may be taken to bear its ordinary meaning enbracinc both 
the external and the internal FlSpects, dechesthai does 
specially bring out, 2nd focus attention on, t~e element of 
inward personal derision~ (iii) The Greek contains no ex
plicit equivalents of the'it 1 and 1 as 1 of t~e ~V. It is there
fore possible to translate: 1 whenye received ••• ' ve CJCcert
ed not the word of men, but ••••• the word nf Cod'. rRul's 
point would then be that, when the ThessaloniRns had receiv
ed the Gospel message, they ~ad received no mere human ~ord 
but had received not!-cini;; less th2n the wore of' CrJc '.:!r::self. 
Rigaux insis-':s th2t t~e Creek word should be takEn in this 
way. /4 ~ut against this it ;.:c..:st ;_;E:~ sa.l.d t:---:.t'w''<:?fl ~·ere

ceived t'.le t0ord •••• of ::::od, ye a~:::c:p':cd ••• 1;:1e LJori.:: o~"' :::nc' 
seer.is decidedlv tDutolo~icul; ";!''31, u1 ·-~::'..c.. 3:1"'.:t..:1pre"~c~·~:rm, 

t ~ t~ .: l 21 LIS 8 ' 8 S i t J_ S i !l t r Li t ~·. 1 C>~: r.; :·'.. :~ T' f~ ' \: --- . _· ::: ~-: : i 1 
· '. : ~:: -:__ t: 1 E u :: .~~ 

of dechest:1:Ji wit': tu;;J accus<J"'.:i'JE'C: /~ i ;-; t',:: ~er:::?' ::1ccept 
s o :'' en n e ( or ' s o ·~ e t h i r;; 1 ) J s s 'Jc:• r: t '- i -: _, ' r , . r ' ' ; · ,- :r : : : ~- •' l c ,_; ( c f' • , 
e.g.,H•uc\·dides 1.43, l•J~ere. it :1:::. c.:seC:: u·"' :.'..c:.; L>;r_: srr·eor1ro 
GS Ein ally); unC t!-;~t t'ie prP-sencr.: o~ 1 r~: ~ ~ ~:. ~ :i 

1 
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t P 11 s Jl o s i t ~ \} R 1 'i i !l ~ :1 v o L'. r of .!~ ~-. i ': ' t:J c r ~ r~ p : ••• c_· s ' :1 n ·1, E-~ r r- re ;~ r: t.
i on. ~--~ e~ co r: c 1 u de t r ~3 -t ~)-~ ~ L :2 t 5.. r ',/l, l .:.; l..: t r~ ' ~ :~- n ~ 2 r ·: 1. or. o r 
illud Cind .:=.!,, wh5 .. C~ tf-)c; r'J :;ni.~ ~,~! :·::vF~ f[JllDi_:.·r:cj, i:.=ivES 
?mil's meanirici correctl'j; (iv) ~J- is rot c2rt::j.n L~1--,et~11:r 

tf·e antP.'::edert of' w'.lic:-- 1 is 1 t~:e G;ord of Coe' ( i_n 'Jreek t';c 
relative pronoun here is r·'.<1s:uli:--c, as ::ire ·~ot'l logos 
('word') an~ theos ( 1God 1); the Vuloate and snne of tbe 
F~thers understand the rel8tive as referrin~ to God; /C 
t:ut 1.i1e are inclined to t'link thc::t it is rat'ler riore naturc1l 
to take it to refer to the uord. /7 But,su~stGntially, 
there is not a great difference of neaning involved. 

Verse 13 indic2tes two things about the people who make 
up the young church in Thessalonica. These two things are, 
if we understand the verse correctly, that they have reco~
nised the nessage of the Gospel for what it truly i3, and 
have receiv:~d it as such,na~.1ely, as the FJuthoritutive word 
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of God; and that this word of God is now working in them, 
having defihite consequences in their lives. The questions 
which this verse puts to us, as we seek to hear in it God's 
word for us, are obvious enough: Are those marks of true 
churches and of true Christians,to which it points,charact
eristic of the congregations to which we belong and of our
selves? Have we really received the gospel message as the 
authoritative word of the eternal God - as what it truly is, 
and not as mere human teaching, as a philosophy or as an 
ideology or as something for which, as part of our cultural 
inheritance, we feel a certain sentimental attachment,per
haps rather condescending, perhaps always diminishing? And 
is the word of God really working in us effectually? Does 
it make a significant difference to the way we live our 
lives? Could we honestly say that it is - in some measure 
at least - moulding our daily lives, disciplining us,curb
ing our egotism? Does it, for example, affect what we do 
with our money or the way we vote in parliamentary elections? 

II 
Verse 14 supports the latter half of v13(note the 1 For 1 ) 

by referring to the fact that the Christians of Thessalonica 
have followed the pattern of those in Judaea, in that, as 
the Christians of Judaeahave suffered persecution at the 
hands of their fellow-Jews, so. they have been persecuted by 
their own fellow-countrymen. To share Christ's reproach, to 
be hated for his sake, this is another mark of the true 
church and the true Christian. We may compare the words of 
John 15.19f: •because ye are not of the world, but I chose 
you out of the world, therefore the world hateth you •••• If 
they persecuted me, they will also persecute you•. The words 
of William Temple, 1 Not all that the world hates is good 
Christianity; but it does hate good Christianity and always 
will', /8 are wise words and true. If our lives are even 
just beginning to be under the discipline of the gospel, 
they are bound to be in collision with the values and ways 
of the society around us. 

III 

Verses 15 and 16 are incidental. Having mentioned the 
Jews, that is, the unbelieving Jews, in the course of re-
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ferring to what the Thessalonian Christians have suffered 
from their fellow-countrymen. Paul adds by the way some 
statements concerning them. With 1 who ••• killed the Lord Jesus• 
we may compare Acts 2:23; 3:15; 4:10; 7:52; also Mark 12.7f 
and its parallels. Paul is not forgetting the part played by 
the Romans, but he is underlining the special guilt of God's 
own chosen people. With' and the prophets• compare,among 
other passages, Matthew 23:29-37; Mark 12:5; Acts 7:52; Rom
ans 11:3. Of the next four charges levelled against the un
believing Jews, the first is distinguished by the use of a 
further aorist participle in the Greek (they have fiercely 
persecuted /9 Paul and other preachers of the gospel), 
the other three /10 by the use of present participles 
expressing continuity. The clause which the RV renders, •to 
fill up their sins always•, is understood by some as final, 

/11 by others as consecutive. It. is difficult to decide 
between these alternatives. If we take the clause to be 
consecutive, we may understand the thought to be that their 
always completing the full measure of their sin results from 
the rebelliousness against God which has just been described. 
If,however, we take the clause as final, we may understand 
the thought to be that God's purpose behind all this rebell
iousness of his people was that they should always complete 
the full measure of their sins. The expression 1 fill up their 
sins• is biblical (cf.the Septuagint version of Genesis 15: 
16; Daniel 8:23; 2 Maccabees 6:14f). /12 Though the 
precise sense it has here is not easy to determine, the 
general sense which we take it to have will become plain 
from our discussion of the last sentence of this paragraph 
( v16b). 

It is this sentence which is the most difficult part 
of vv15 and 16. It is often taken to be a declaration that 
there is now no hope for the Jews. So the New English Bible 
renders the Greek: •and now retribution has overtaken them 
for good and all•. If this 1 for good and all 1 really gives 
the true meaning of the Greek, then Paul's view of the sit
uation of the Jewish people certainly did undergo a most 
drastic change between the writing of 1 Thessalonians and 
Romans 11. But the Greek phrasP eis telos is patient of 
more than one interpretation. It can mean,for example,•at 
last•,•finally•,•to the uttermost•. The most likely mean
ing of the sentence as a whole in view of what Paul says 
elsewhere is,in our opinion, that God's wrath has already 
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come upon -the Jews to the uttermost in the event of the 
Cross. In that event the disobedience of God's people reach
ed its climax, and God showed it up in its true character 
with final and absolute clarity. Moreover, in the act of 
taking upon himself the full burden of his wrath against 
sinners, He allowed men to see its awful reality. /13 
Paul knew full well that the judgment of the Cross was God's 
judgment not of the Jews only but of all men, Jews and Gen
tiles alike. But here he refers specially to the Jews, under
lining their special guilt as the people of God. The lesson 
which Christians ought to draw from v16b is most certainly 
not an encouragement of any anti-semitism to which they may 
be inclined but a reminder of the fact that the Christian 
church shares with the Jewish people a specially exposed 
and dangerous position in relation to God's judgment - •to 
whomsoever much is given, of him shall much be required•. 
And how like the unbelieving Jews of Paul's time we Christ
ians often arel Could it not often be fairly said of us 
that we 1 please not God', and sometimes that,far from being 
serious about our missionary task, we prevent, in one way or 
another, those who would hear the gospel from hearing it so 
as to be saved? 

IV 

We now turn to vv1-12. They tell us a very great deal 
about the ministry of Paul and his colleagues in Thessalon• 
ica which lay behind the existence of the young church to 
which this letter is addressed. They deserve a much more 
detailed and careful study than we shall have space for here; 
for they do,in fact, provide an outline for what could be a 
truly notable and worthwhile course of lectures in pastoral 
theology, and it is on this aspect of them that we shall 
specially focus attention. 

It is perhaps not quite as certain as Rigaux takes it 
to be /14 that eisodos (RV: •entering in 1 ) is used in v1 
(and also in 1:9)in its literal sense of 1 entrance• or•visit•; 
but even if we take Rigaux•s judgment for granted and ignore 
the possibility that eisodos is here used metaphorically, 
/15 it is still hardly to be disputed that this chapter 

as a whole indicates clearly that Paul and Silvanus and 
Timothy had found an entrance to the Thessalonians'hearts -
had shown themselves credible as messengers of God, possess
ed of that credibility which only God Himself can give but 
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without which no true pastoral work can even be begun,let 
alone sustained and brought to fruition. (And to say of 
someone that he or she is a credible minister of the gos
pel of Christ, in the sense that .he or she is someone who 
can be - and,by God's gracious working, at any rate to a 
considerable extent, deserves to be - taken seriously as 
a minister of Christ's Gospel, is surely as high a praise 
as one can confer on a fellow-human being.) 

In v2 Paul refers to the fact that, in spite of the 
sufferings and humiliating treatment which he and his 
colleagues had had to bear in Philippi( see Acts 16:19ff), 
they had'waxed bold in our God to speak'to the Thessalonians 
'the gospel of God', even though in Thessalonica too they 
met with opposition(~in much conflict• - see Acts 1?:5ff). 
The word for us ta mark specially here is parresiazasthai 
(RV:•wax bald'). The substantive par-resia (its derivation 
is from the combination of the words for 1 all•and•speaking•) 
was used ta denote that freedom of speech which the Athen
ians claimed as their right and of which they were greatly 
proud. /16 It was characteristic of a democracy. In the 

·NT the word's range of meanings includes openness in 
speech, frankness, publicness(publicly, in public), bald
ness, fearlessness, confidence, joyful confidence. /1? 
Sa here in v2 eparresiasametha is an affirmation that they 
had proclaimed the gospel of God fearlessly and confidently. 
Contrast the timidity, the lack of confidence, the hesi
tancy, by which so often the preaching in Britain at the 
present time is characterized. It is a rare experience to 
hear the gospel of Jesus Christ proclaimed with confidence 
and jay and without apolagy,that is,with the parresia of 
which it is altogether worthy. 

Verse 3 contains three interesting negative phrases. -The first of them is•not of error'. The noun plane denotes 
a going astray from the truth, a state of being misled. It 
corresponds not to the active verb planan ('lead astray') 
but to the passive planasthai. For Paul it is clearly a 
matter of great importance whether th~ source of his exhort
ation is the truth of the gospel or error, that is, the 
condition of being astray from that truth. This phrase puts 
a number of questions ta us. To mention just some of them -
Do we want to have, or would we rather escape the embarrass
ments .involved in having that moral and intellectual 
integrity which compels a person ta care seriously _about 
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the distinction between truth and falsehood? Are our church
es and their ministers at present perhaps so bewildered and 
confused as to be scarcely conscious of the need to disting
uish the truth of the gospel from the fashionable falsehoods 
of the day? How far is an anti-intellectual prejudice char
acteristic of our churches? And,if it is, how far is it a 
reaction against a barren pseudo-intellectualism which has 
obscured the fact that theology has to do with obedience, 
that the truth of God is only known when we begin to 1 do'it 
(cf.John 3:21; 1 John 1:6)? The second negative phrase is 
'nor of uncleanness'. While the word akatharsia is often 
used of sexual immorality in particular, it can also denote 
quite generally the moral condition of the pagan world. We 
need to ask ourselves how far we could truly claim that the 
source of our exhortation is unadulterated by the manifold 
corruptions of the pagan society in which we live. 

The last of the three negative phrases 11f v3 is 1 nor 
in guile'. That Paul should be anxious to dissociate him
self as strongly as possible from the many charlatans who 
wandered about in his day claiming to be purveyors of 
philosophical or religious wisdom is understandable enough, 
and it is quite likely that he added 1 nor in guile 1 with this 
purpose in mind. But guile is certainly not a special pe
culiarity of the ancient world; and we should be wise to 
consider whether Paul's phrase is not relevant to the posit
ion of those who, having ceased to believe those things 
which in their ordination they have solemnly affirmed that 
they believed, lack the honesty to resign their ministries 
(We do ~ot,of course, mean to suggest that every passing 
doubt or depression or even the experience of a prolonged 
period of doubt constitutes a proper ground far resigning 
one's ministry)and so deceive their fellow-men and abuse 
their trust. 

We may take together vv4b and 6a(in what fallows we 
shall have to pass over much that is interesting and im
portant). While there is a right pleasing of men which is a 
Christian duty(see,e.g.,Romans 15:2f), there is a pleasing 
of men which is opposed to pleasing God, and this is some
thing which a Christian minister should eschew. So Paul 
writes: •not as pleasing men, but God•. And similar is the 
general ~urport of v6a( 1 nor seeking glory of men, neither 
from you,nor from others•). The bearing of these two half
verses on our present•day church life is surely too clear 
to need exposition. 
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Verse 5 contains two denials. In support of the former 
(•neither at any time were we found using words of flattery•) 
Paul appeals to the Thessalonian Christians 1 own knowledge 
('as ye know•); in support of the latter( 1 nor a cloke of 
covetousness') he calls God to witness( 1 God is witness•). The 
r~son for this difference is probably that, while flattery 
is something which is usually pretty obvious(to the onlookers 
at least - to the person flattered it is,of course,often not 
at all obvious),the sort of thing tDwhich the latter denial 
refers is something which it is much more difficult for hum
an perception to discern. The essence of logos kolakeias 
('word of flattery 1 )is the saving of things designed to grat
ify the vanity of someone with the intention of gaining some 
advantage for oneself. It is a very common vice of the clergy 
which,in situations of extreme boredom, provides much comic 
relief for any onlooker who is sufficiently hard-hearted to 
be able to put out of his head the thought of the serious 
inward damage which the flatterer is doing to himself - and 
quite often also to the person flattered. The gain which 
the clerical flatterer seeks is,of course, often simply gen
er~l popularity(undiscerning congregations like to be flat
tered and like those who flatter theml); but it may also be 
in favour in high places and the preferments and promotions 
which may result therefrom. The Greek represented by •a 
clokeof covetousness 1 is difficult. The word prophasis 
('cloke') can have a variety of meanings; pleonexia is also 
an elusive word; and the sense of the genitive is patient 
of a number of different explanations. Perhaps the most 
likely explanation of Paul's meaning is that he is denying 
that he has been guilty of any sort of hidden exploitation 
of the Thessalonians. There are many ways in which one can 
exploit someone, that is, use him for one's own selfish ends, 
for self-gratification of one kind or another. Often, of 
course, a man's exploitation of his fellow-man is open, 
shameless, blatant. But exploitation of others is sometimes 
exceedingly subtle; and,among Christians, it can be veiled 
in a beautifully pious disguise. And not only can it be 
hidden from its victim and from all human witnesses: it can 
also be unrecognized by the exploiter himself-unconscious 
exploitation of others. 

We notice next Paul's reference to his gentleness 
/18 in v?: •But we were gentle in the midst of you as when 

a nurse /19 cherisheth her own children•. It is an inter-
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eating and instructive feature of this paragraph; for 
gentleness is an apostolic quality which is by no means 
common among parish ministers and priests. How many of the 
clergy would be more accurately described as inclined to be 
arrogant, self-willed, stubborn, domineering, than as gentle1 
How many are too conscious of their authority, and apt to 
see it as a personal thing rather than as belonging to the 
message, of which they are always the altogether unworthy, 
and are meant to be the humble,servants1 The gentleness to 
which Paul refers is surely contrary to all pomposity and 
also to that excessive loquaciousness, which is a besetting 
sin of many clergy, making them far too often oblivious of 
the fact that their parishioners need not only to be talked 
to by, but also to be able to confide in,their pastors (and 
some parishioners are likely to be too shy and hesitant to 
be able readily to seize the odd moments when their pastors 
stop for breath). 

From the rest of vv1-12 we pick out just three things 
for notice. The first is the reference in vB to Paul's and 
his colleagues' readiness to impart to the Thessalonians 
•not the gospel of God only, but also our own souls,because 
ye were become very dear to us•, which both gives us a 
precious glimpse of the tender affection of Paul's relat
ions with his churches and is also a reminder that to be a 
proper Christian pastor one must give one's very self (cf. 
RSV;NEB)to those in one's charge,so that, while belonging 
absolutely to Christ alone, one belongs more to them than 
to oneself. The second is v1D: 1 Ve are witnesses,and God 
also,how holily and righteously and unblameably we have be
~d ourselves toward you that believe•. It should be re
membered that Paul is not speaking here of what he has been~ 
or is, in God's sight(in view of Romans ?:14ff, it may,we 
think, be safely assumed that the man who wrote these words 
was well aware that his life had fallen, and still continued 
to fall, far short of God's absolute standard). He is not 
claiming that his conduct toward the Thessalonians has been 
blameless in God's sight; but only that it has been such 
that before his fellow-Christians he can hold his nead 
erect. A Christian minister, who knows himself altogether 
unworthy before God, may still be conscious of being a man 
of relative integrity and of having a right to look his 
fellow-Christians in the eyes. And, if he is not a man of 
integrity in this sense, he is scarcely likely to be a 
credible minister of the gospel. The third is the presence 
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of the words 1 each one of you' in v11. Paul's g1v1ng himself 
to his churches involved a fatherly concern for each individ
ual in them - one by one. Such a caring for the individual 
is a mark of every faithful under-shepherd of Him who - we 
are told - 1 calleth his own sheep by name 1 (John 10:3) 

v 

We turn lastly to vv17-20, in which Paul speaks of his 
strong desire to see the Thessalonian Christians again and 
the fact that he(note the emphatic •I Paul' in v18) has more 
than once wanted to visit them again(though he has not been 
able to do so), and then goes on to say: 1 For what is our 
hope,or joy, or crown of glorying? Are not even ye, before 
our Lord Jesus at his coming? For ye are our glory and our 
joy'. This is surely something decidedly surprising for the 
apostle to say. John Calvin saw the difficulty: Paul's 
words seem to be inconsonant with the truth that there is 
only One, in whom we may properly boast either now or here
after, God Himself. His comment is sensible: •we should not 
take this to mean that he glorie~ in any other than God,but 
that we are allowed to glory in all of God's favours in 
their proper place in such a way that He Himself is always 
our point of aim'. /20 These last two verses of the chap
ter shed a flood of light on the important question of the 
scale of values to be recognized by the minister of the gos
pel, be he a parish minister or a theological teacher. That 
to glory in our social,academic or ecclesiastical honours 
or dignities is out of the question should be clear to us. 
Karl Barth wisely recognized that in heaven his eleven 
honorary doctorates would all have to be handed in at the 
cloakroom, /21 and even the Church Dogmatics would be but 
waste paper there, /22 where we shall know even as also 
we have been known. But,if at the parousia of Jesus Christ
notice the words 1 before our Lord Jesus at his coming 1 (the 
present tense(este) in v20 is to be understood in the light 
of v19): to glory in our converts now or_ in the large num
bers wha,maybe,crowd the churches where we minister would be 
premature, since we do not yet know who will endure ta the 
end - there are same who have awed something of their true 
faith in Jesus Christ to words or deeds of aurs,then that 
is something of eternal worth,in which,as God's favour to 
us, we may properly glory and rejoice, humbly and thank
fully, for ever. 
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Notes 

1. I quote the RV,because it still seems to me the best 
translation for the student who cannot read Greek to use as 
the basis of his study. 

2. The first 1 also 1 of the verse(representing the second 
'~') is by some connected with 1 we 1 , by others with' thank'. 
In either case,the force of the Greek word is just to give 
emphasis to the word it is associated_,with. It is probably 
better(pace B.Rigaux, Saint Paul:les Ep'ftres aux Thessalon
iciens, Paris and Gembloux, 1956,p437f) to connect it with 
the verb. 

3. The dia touto ('for this cause') is here used with refer
ence to what follows,anticipating 1 that ••••• • 

4. op.cit.,p440 

5. To understand the first accusative from the participial 
clause(in Greek: in the RV the clause beginning with 1 when•) 
is of course natural enough. 

6. So too J.A.Bengel(in his Gnomon Novi Testamenti,first 
published in 1742), who saw in the introduction here of a 
relative clause about God an underlining of the fact that 
the word really is God's word. 

7. Cf.the use of energ~s (RV: 1 active 1 ) with reference to 
the word of God in Hebrews 4:12. If we were to accept 
Rigaux 1 s contention(op.cit.pp44D,66B-70) that energeitai 
is passive(' is rendered active•: RV 1 worketh 1 assumes that 
it is middle), then the question of the antecedent would 
be settled in favour of the word; but we are not convinced 
by his arguments. 

B. Readings in St.John's Gospel, London,1950,p271f. 

9. The RV takes ekdiEkein here to mean 1 drive out•. It is 
rather more probable that the ~ has here a strengthening 
force and that the compound verb is used in the sense•per
secute vehemently'. Cf.A.Depke, in G.Kittel and G.Fried
rich(Eds), Theologisches W6rterbuch zum NT , 2,p232f. 

10. In one case the participle is not expressed but has to 
be supplied - that is ontfin with enantion. 

11. The purpose is understood to be God's. 

12. Cf.also Matthew 23:3?. 
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